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PREFACE

Unesco Reports in Marino Science ar* designed to 
• tm specific programme needs and to report on developments 
in projecta conducted bj the Unesco Division of Marine Sciences, 
including those involving collaboration between the Division 
and the Xntergovernaental Oceanographic Commission, particularly 
in the field of training, education, and Mutual assistance in the 
■arine sciences.

Designed to serve es a complement to the Unesco Technical 
Papers in Marine Scianea, the Reports ara distributed automati
cally to various institutions and governmental authorities. Indi
viduals say, at their request, receive copies of specific titles, 
but cannot be included on the automatic distribution list. Both 
the Reports and the Technical Papers series ara free of charge.

Requests for copies of specific titles or for additions 
of institutions or authorities to the sailing list should be ad
dressed, on letterhead stationery if possible, to:

Marine Information Centre 
Division of Marine Sciences 
Unesco
Place de Fontenoy 
75700 Paris 
France.

The designations enployed and the presentation of the material 
in this document do not imply the expression of any opinion what- 
soaver on the part of the Unesco Secretariat concerning the legal 
status of say country, territory, city, or ares of its authorities, 
or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. The 
ideas and .opinions expressed ere those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent the views of Unesco.
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ABSTRACT

The ultimate goal of the Programme for the Exploration of the 
Eastern Mediterranean (P.O.E.M.) is to reach a comprehensive 
knowledge of the physical, chemical, and biological oceanography 
of the Eastern Mediterranean. Such a knowledge is an essential 
basis for environmental management, resource exploitation, and 
marine operations.

The overall scientific objectives are (i) describe the physical 
phenomena and quantify their kinematics; (ii) define basic dynamical 
processes and (iii) construct physical models suitable for general 
ocean scientific studies and applications. This Report on P.O.E.M. 
summarizes the scientific and practical objectives of the programme, 
delinates the elements of the scientific plan, the means of 
accomplishing the goals, and the schedule of events. It was 
developed from the substantial scientific planning workshop report 
'Physical Oceanography of thé Eastern Mediterranean, An Overview 
and Research Plan1 UNESCO Report in Marine Science No. 30, at a 
meeting of the Organizing Committee held at UNESCO Headquarters 
in Paris on August 1984.

RESUME

Le but ultime du Programme pour l'exploration de la Méditerranée 
orientale (POEM) est une connaissance approfondie de l'océano
graphie physique, chimique et biologique de la Méditerranée orientale. 
Cette connaissance constitue une base Indispensable à la gestion du 
milieu, à la mise en valeur des ressources et aux activités marines.

Les objectifs scientifiques globaux sont les suivants : (1) décrire 
les phénomènes physiques et déterminer quantitativement leur cinématique ; 
(li) définir les processus dynamiques fondamentaux et (iii) construire 
dea modèles physiques qui conviennent à des études scientifiques géné
rales en océanologie et à leurs applications. Le présent Rapport sur le 
POEM récapitule lea objectifs scientifiques et pratiques du pro
gramme, expose lea éléments du plan scientifique ainsi que lea moyens 
d'atteindre les buts et indique le calendrier dea événements. Il a été 
mis au point lora d'une réunion du Comité d'organisation tenue au Siège 
de 1'Unesco à Paris en août 1984, sur la base du rapport substantiel de 
la réunion de travail consacrée à la planification scientifique intitulé 
"Physical océanography of the Eastern Mediterranean : an overview and 
research plan" (Océanographie physique de la Méditerranée orientale : 
aperçu général et plan de recherche) et publié dans la collection 
"Rapports de l'Unesco sur les sciences de la mer" (n° 30).
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RESUMEN

La meta definita» del Programs para la Exploraclón del Mediterrineo 
Oriental (POEM) conalste en adquirlr un conoclaiento general de la 
oceanograffa ffsica, quirica y biolfigica del Mediterrineo Oriental. Este 
conoclaiento constltuye una base esenclal para la ordenaclón del aedlo 
ambiente, la explotacün de Ios recursos y las operaclones aarltiaas.

Los objetivos clentfflcos generales son 1) descrlbir Ios fendaenos 
ffslcos y hacer aedlclones cineaitlcas; ii) définir Ios procesos dlnialcos 
bislcos y iii) construlr modeIos ffslcos adecuados a Ios estudios y 
aplicaclones cientfflcas generales relatlvos al oceino. Este Inforae sobre el 
POEM resume Ios objetivos clentfflcos y prictlcos del programs, determine Ios 
eleaentos del plan clentffico, Ios aedlos de alcansar Ios objetivos y el 
calendarlo de actlvldades. Fue elaborado a partir del notable informe del 
8ealnarlo de planlflcaciin cientfflca: "Physical Oceanography of the Eastern 
Mediterranean, An Overview and Research Plan" (Oceanograffa Ffslca del 
Mediterrineo Oriental, Perspectiva General y Plan de Investlgaclones), Inforae 
de la Unesco sobre Clencias del Mar n° 30, eu una reunl6n del Coaiti 
Organlzador celebrada en la Sede de la Unesco, de Paris, en agosto de 1984.

PE3I0ME

OCHOBHOft UeJIbK) nporpaMMbJ HCCJieflOBaHHft BOCTOVHOrO CpeflHaeMHOMOpbH 
(riHBC) HBJIHeTCH BCeCTOpOHHee H3yMeHHe $H3HWeCKOft, XHMHWeCKOfl H 
öHOJioriwecKoft oxeaHorpa^HH BocTo^Horo CpeflHseMHOMopbH. Tanne 
3HaHHH hbjihwtch HeoOxoflHMOfl ocHOBOft Ann ynpaBjieHHH onpyacawmett 
cpejqoft, ocBOGHHH pecypcoB h npoBefleHHH mopckhx onepaunft.

OCmHMH HayVIHHMH UeJIHMH HBJiHiOTCH (i) OnHCaHHe 4>H3HWeCKHX 
HBjieHHft h onpejiejieHHe xojitraecTBa hx KHHeMaTHnecKHX xapaxTepHCTHK} 
(ii) onpenejieHHe ochobhhx jjHHaMH'iecKHX npoueccoB h (iii) nocTpo- 
eH«e <I)H3HwecKHX Moflejieft, KOTopwe MorjiH 6uTb HcnoJibaoBaHu jvih 
oömHx oKeaHorpa<J>HvecKHx HaywHtix HccJiejioBaHHtt h npaxTiraecxoro 
npHMeHeHHH. B stom jiOKJiane no IIHBC xpaTxo H3JiaraioTCH Haysae k 
npaxTHwecKHe uejiH nporpaMMU, sjieMeHTU Hay^Horo liliana, cpeacTBa 
AOCTHweHHH nejieft h rpa$HK coOhthB. Oh 6hji no^roTOBJien Ha ocHOBe 
oöcTOHTejibHoro noKJiana ceMHHapa no HayHHOMy njiaHiipoBaHKio "<&k3h- 
MecxaH oxeaHorpa<l>HH b Boctouhom CpeflHseMHOMOpbe: oösop h njiaH 
HccjieflOBaHHfl" (noKJiafl K3HECKO no MopcKHM HayxaM 0 30) b xofle coBe- 
maHHH 0praHH3auHOHHoro KOMHTeTn, npoBeneHHoro b IdTaÖ—KBapTHpe 
I0HECKO b napiwce b aBrycTe 1984 rona.
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PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN (POEM)

The Program and the Plan
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FOREWORD

This concis* itatmat of POEM raairiui tba scientific aad practical objec
tives of tha progras» daliaaataa tba eleseats of tba scientific ploa» tba sasae 
of accomplishing tba gobia» aad tba acbadola of events. It vas developed fros 
tha aabataatial aciaatific plaaaiag «orbabop raport 'Physical Oceanography of 
tba Kaatara Maditarraaaaa» An Overview aad laaaarch Piae' DVK8CO Tachaical 
Raport ia Nariaa 8cUaca Io. 30» at a acatiag of tba Orgaaisiag fi—itteo bald 
at UIBSCO baadqoartara ia Paria oa Aogaat 1984 (aaa Appaadix 2). Wa ara 
iadabtad to Ha. Maratia Glaaa of Harvard University aad Dr. Mattras Cargoa at 
UIB8C0 for tbair invaluable balp ia arraagiag for POKN* Wa tbaak tba UIK8C0 
Division of Mariaa Sciaaca aad tba D8 latioaal Sciaoca Pooadatioa for tbair rap
port of participaata at tha seating.

Allas 1. Robinson aad Paola Malaaotte-Riaaoli
Co-chairparaoas

Caabridga* Massachusetts USA,
21 December 1984

Final text adopted by the POEM Steering Coanlttee, Paris, France, on 15 Juno 
1985.

Allan R. Robinson and Paola Malanotte-Rlzzoli 
Co-chairpersons
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1. 2BMMKZUI

PO» (Physical Oceanography of the Bastera Mediterranean) ia a scientific 
raaoardi program for the Kostera MediterraMan Koa. It io to bo carried out 
cooperatively ia tia second half of thio decade by scieatiate froa several coun
tries* aany of oboa have worked together for over two years to construct a 
definitive aad balanced plea. Tho Mia thrust of the initial progran is basic 
research ia phyaical oceanography^ Observations, experiments aad nodailing are 
essential to doterai as the circulation* its variabilitiss aad associated tran
sports. Tho ultiMte prograaMtic foai is to achieve a comprehensive knowledge 
of the physical* biological aad chemical oceanography of the sea and ita 
interact ione with tho overlying atMsphere* subMrine basin* aad surrounding 
coasts. This knowledge is necessary for practical activities in applied Mrine 
technology which boMfit greatly our society* environmental Maagsnent* renew
able aad nonrevcmble resowrcea and Mrine operations ara implicated including* 
e.g. fisheries devolopuMat* pollution control* oil eaploratioa aad the econom
ics of cliMtic change.

Scientific interest ia the Kostera Mediterranean* which is today one of the 
Mat poorly known regions of tho world ocean* arises for two major rasa one. The 
first is tho obvious rogioMl importance of now scientific knowledge of the soa 
to tha Mtione surrounding it. Tho second is the profound interest in general 
physical proceeaes which occur thora* which coa be studied relatively easily aad 
efficiently. Tho fozMtioa of dense water nasses at the soa surface is a vital 
part of tho world ocean convective circulation* aa it functions as a naasive 
heat angina But such formations ara rara and episodic* aad are kaown to occur 
at ali only ia a vary few locations* occupyiag loss thai cm percent of the oce
ans surface. Forant ions occur predominantly in polar regioM where the logis
tics of research ara ontrsMly difficult and io tho Mediterranean. Salt 
released by ice tornatica in polar regions and salt loft behind by intense eva
poration over tho Mediterranean load to aMlogous processes, general processes 
of dispersion and mining occur vigoroMly because of the juatapositioa of waters 
of quite différant properties. Although araii* the alrast isolated wind sad 
tbernohaliae driven Kostera Mediterranean ia larga enough for its internal 
dynamics tc bo characteristic of tho dynamics that governs the currents of the 
general circulation of tho Mjor ocean basins. Tot the Kostera Mediterranean is 
ana 11 enough to be sampled essentially Synapticola and with adequate resolution 
over the entire basin. It is possible with present day large computers to simu
late the Kostera MediterraMaa with adequate resolution in both the borisontal 
aad vertical grids* which is essentially impossible in the larger basins. As 
they prepare far the larga* general circulation and cliMte studios of the 
1990's* globally oriented ocean scientists regard the Kaitara Mediterranean as a 
laboratory basin for tiMly general studies. It is rasi and fortuitous cir
cumstance that ocean scientists from the world's forefront research laboratories 
and scientists from the oceanographic research institutes of the Bastera Medi
terranean share roraon and overlapping research goals.

It is an exciting time to launch such a concerted research effort and POEM, 
which will hopefully transform the Bastera Mediterranean from one of the most 
poorly known to om of the best known regions of the world's ocean* is entirely 
feasible. Ocean science* and particularly physical oceanography* is in a rapid 
state of evolution and development, lev sampling techniques* instruments*
Mthoda and models are being utilised. Most of what we know today has been
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discovered recently. The lorth Atlantic Ocean ia perhaps the beat known baain 
in the world. Tet a realistic description of its phenomenology (eddies, rings, 
fronts, jets, meanders) was achieved only during the 1970's. The POEM plan 
requires a mix of classical observational surveys and modern special purpose 
experiments. The design and interpretation of contemporary oceanographic 
research utilises methods which emphasise efficiency in resource utilisation via 
the optimal blending of observations and modelling results. The resources of 
existing national ocean research groups surrounding the Eastern Mediterranean 
include geherally well trained scientists, and adequately instrumented ships and 
laboratories. Pooled together with the scientific expertise and the special 
techniques brought to bear by interested colleagues from forefront research 
institutes elsewhere, (transient tracer studies, advanced dynamical computer 
models, remotely sensed data, etc.) the means of accomplishing the substantial 
scientific goals of POEM ara available.

The major scientific products of POEM will be a definitive, coa^osite and 
sharad set of dete which describes the basic phenomena which occur and which 
will serve as tha basis for peraanent dynamical understanding of the region. 
Theories and models will be constructed, culminating in a state-of-the-art 
modern circulation model. Thia model will assimilate and synthesise the data, 
summarise the dynamical understanding, and serve as the vehicle for the applica
tion of the new physical knowledge to biological and chemical research, coupled 
air-sea climate étudiés, and practical applications. It is intended that the 
circulation models will ultimately be shared by ali participating scientists and 
institutions, and will have useful versions which run on both large and imaii 
computers. Successfully completed, these studies will impact significantly our 
understanding of. and reeearch directions for» the global general circulation.

Working together with a broader beae of ocean scientists in POEM, scien
tists from the regional institutes can rapidly advance in techniques and 
knowledge to the forefronts of contemporary ocean science, and develop life-long 
colleague relationships.
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2. SCIENTIFIC mS

2.1 in.man caxi.

The ultimate goal of F.O.B.M. is to roach a comprehensive knovladga of the 
physical* chalcal* and biological oceanography of tha Eastern Mediterranean. 
Such a knowledge is an essential basis fort

- environmental management
- resource exploitation
- marine operations.

2.2 Kimme omciira

2.2.1 Qram, acanaic ouiciira

These arel

A. Describe the physical phenomena and quantify their kinematics
B. Define basic dynamical processes
C. Construct physical models suitable for general ocean scientific 

studies and applications

2.2.2 azmric acanaic omenra

The specific objectives of the POEM Program are listed under the following 
four major scientific ccmponentst

i) Dtfinitia phili n—milely ai hydrography* curraata* tranaporta
- general features* their kinematics and variabilities
- fluxes* transports and overall budgets
- local dynamical processes and balances

ii) Dyimifia at liui Circulation aad Curraata
- major driving mechanisms (wind* buoyancy* source/sinks)
- role of air-cea interactions and of feedback mechanisms
- internal dynamical processes* mesoscale variability and energetics
- mesoscale/mean field interactions
- climatic processes

iii) Malar agag loraalioa* apraadiag aad traaaforuatioa
- preconditioning phenomena and the statistics of events
- detailed physical processes of intermediate and deep convection
- dispersion and mixing mechanisms
- parameterisation

iv) I«i>llcntlom flf lhft circulation
- transports end distributions of biological and chemical properties
- determination of critical interdisciplinary process research problems

2.3 Zina «PMimw

The major FIELD EXPERIMENTS to be carried out consist oti
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i) General hydrographic surveys covering the whole Eastern Mediterranean 
carried out almost synoptically and with synoptic/mesoscale resolution» 
for studies of the general circulation and identification of 
preconditioning phenomena and water mass formation sites

ii) Localised* high resolution hydrographic surveys in regions of intense 
dynamic activity for the study of mesoscale processes* their varia
bility and energetics

iii) Localised* high resolution hydrographic surveys in the identified 
regions of intermediate (Levantine) water formation for the studies 
of deep convection processes* mixing and water mass dispersion

iv) Lagrangian float experiments for dispersion
v) Monitoring of straits (Sicily* Otranto* Greek 8traits) with current- 

meter moorings and tide gauges for the study of water mass exchanges 
and transports between the various basins

vi) A general survey of the whole Eastern Mediterranean for tracer measure
ments (Tritium* Helium 3» Freon) for the studies of the general 
circulation and water mass spreading as inferred from tracer 
distribution

vii) Remotely sensed surface data from satellites and other platforms.

2.4 MODEM»

The MODELS to be used will bei

i) Models for the general circulation of the Mediterranean (GCM)
ii) Eddy resolving models for mesoscale dynamical processes

iii) Specialised versions of the above models for water, formation and deep 
convection process studies

iv) Advection-diffusion models for passive and active oceanic tracer
v) Models of coastal circulation and shelf areas to be coupled with the GCM

vi) Atmospheric GCM in the limited ares over the Mediterranean to be coupled 
with the Mediterranean GCM

2.5 METHODOLOGY

The methodology of approach will bear upon the coupling of the experimental 
field program and the modelling studies. It includes!

i) Field measurement from shipboard (hydrographic data)* moored and free 
floating instrumental tracer studies as obtained from the experimental 
field plan

ii) Satellite and other remotely sensed data
iii) The awdels for the general circulation* mesoscale dynamics and physical 

processes
iv) The combination of models and data in sophisticated* new techniques 

for optimal field estimates* data initialisation* assimilation and 
updating into models* inverse methodologies.

v) The synthesis of existing and new data for a definitive phenomenology 
of the Eastern Mediterranean! data sharing and pooling* synthesis of 

p. ogram accomplishments.
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3.1 Mam. CiaCMAIIQH

The it coordinated surveys tre of central importance to the success of our 
scientific program. The hydrographic investigation of the Eastern Mediterranean 
Sea requires some 320 stations* not ali of thea distributed with the sane den
sity. For instance* while in the active region of Levantine intermediate water 
formation in the Levantine Basin* stations will have to be spaced at 0.5° inter
vals at least* in the Ionian Basin where one is mainly interested in following 
the spreading of deep and bottom waters* a coarser grid may be quite sufficient. 
Moreover* not ali the stations will have to be sampled right down to the bottom. 
On the one hand* in a very dense grid* the ship drift* which is implicit when 
sampling down to the bottom i.e. for a long time* will carry the ship from one 
station to another. On the other hand* deep Mediterranean waters* that is below 
l«!>00m* tend to be quite uniform and close spaced sampling does not contribute 
additional information.

Scientists in the following countries have expressed interest and have the 
scientific capability of investigating the region and accordingly* we estimate 
thai: the regions in Fig. (1) could be covered as follows. The 400 stations will 
be repeated four times during each of the recommended hydrographic surveys.

Italy! 100-110 stations in the Adriatic and in the Ionian Sea.
(Region I - Fig. 1)

Greece! 60-70 stations in the south Aegean sea* south and southeast 
of the Crete and Rhodes arc* the passages between the 
Aegean and the Mediterranean eeae and/or a number of 
stations in the Ionian sea ares 
(Region II - Fig. 1)

Turkayi 100 stations in the northern Levantine Basin
(Region III - Fig. 1)

Israeli 80 stations in the southern Levantine Basin
(Region III - Fig. 1)

Egypti 60 stations in the coastal cone and southern Levantine Basin
(Region III - Fig. 1)

G*r«anyt Will carry out a coarsely spaced cruise with the Meteor
in July-August 1987* covering the entire Eastern 
Mediterranean Sea.

Francai Will employ remote sensing techniques for the description
of surface properties of the entire Eastern Mediterranean 
Sea* and the Aegean Sea.
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It would be extremely valuable to obtain coverage alao of the the south
western part of the Eaatern Mediterranean» off the Libyan/Tunisian Coast (Region 
IV - Fig*I). The importance of the data set obtained from the coverage of the 
Mediterranean regions sketched in Fig.l would be greatly increased by obtaining 
data for region IV.as veli. If this highly desirable option could not be 
achieved» the data set obtained for region I» II» and III will still be 
extremely valuable» and dynamical interpolation through numerical modeling would 
be used for region IV.

It is desirable that scientists in Italy» Greece» Turkey» Egypt and Israel 
carry out two cruises per year in mid-October 1985» March 1986» October 1986 and 
March 1987. Strips of stations located at the margins of the areas of interest 
miii overlap so as to enable intercalibration and intercomparison of data. Each 
such cruise will last for approximately 45 days. CTO measurements miii be 
obtained on ali the stations from the surface to l»500m depth and on selected 
stations to the bottom. Water samples will be obtained* temperatures and pres
sures will be measured with bottles and reversing thermometers at selected 
depths and precision bathymetric measurements should be routinely carried out. 
Additional biological and chemical sampling at a limited number of stations will 
be considered. Samples for tracers (Tritium and Helium) will be obtained on a 
limited number of stations according to methods and procedures established by 
the group at the Heidelberg University (see Appendix l-III).

It is anticipated that scientists from one or more other institutions will 
work aboard the vessels gathering the data together with the scientists from 
that vessel's institution and will further participate onshore on the initial 
data reduction.

3.2 MB8Q8CAIE DÏBAhlCS

It is veli known that synoptic/mesoscale eddies dominate energetically much 
of the flow in the major mid-latitude gyres. These eddies are the 'internal 
weather* of the ocean and vary in space and time on scales of IO to 100 km and 
from days to months. Eddy currents are related to the fields of temperature» 
salinity and densityi they transport and disperse dissolved material and affect 
marine operations. Moreover» the eddies are generally known» through non-linear 
interactions» to vitally affect the dynamics of the general circulation.

The characteristics of Mediterranean eddies are not veli known. Data of 
sufficient synopticity* accuracy and a high resolution sampling are necessary to 
establish the general features of the mesoscale eddy field» the dynamics of eddy 
frontal regions» their energetic and variability* and» in general» for dynamical 
studies. The average Eastern Mediterranean vertical stratification indicates 
that the Mediterranean eddy field may be quite different from that typical of 
other regions of the world ocean (like the North Atlantic). Consequently» non
linear dynamical interactions may play quite a different role in establishing 
the BK>des of internal dynamics.
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ne objective! of the aetoecale dynamica experiment are therefore:

a) to describe and predict the fields of mesoscale currents and associated 
density patterns.

b) to use these field estimates in conjunction with real data for data 
assimilation and model updating

c) to relate the mesoscale eddy field to general circulation dispersion
studies

d) to enable the use and testing of models for practical purposes» 
experimental planning and design

Present knowledge of the Eastern Mediterranean indicates the four regions 
shown in Fig. 2 as the potential meso-scale study areas. Within these regions 
as well as in those to be identified later» a station grid-network with 8 kc 
spacing will be established. Expandable bathythermographs (XBT) will be dropped 
at each station. CTD casts will be made at stations 24km apart.

Current meters will be deployed in the study areas. The number of arrays 
to be deployed and the duration of current measurements are subject to the 
results of the initial surveys.

The estimated shiptime for such the meso-scale studies is 100 days» evenly 
distributed between the months of March and October in the year 1986.

3.3 ïm& Um formation au DISPERSION

Three water masses are identified for formation» spreading and mixing stu
dies:

A. Levantine Water (later on» the so-called Mediterranean intermediate 
water» between Rhodes and Cyprus islands).

B. l. Aegean deep water (mainly the one formed in the South Aegean Sea
between Cyclades and Crete).

B.2. Adriatic deep water formed in the Southern Adriatic Sea.

In order to document properly the formation processes which follow the 
preconditioning phase (documented during the general or large-scale survey) we 
have to Concentrate hydrographic surveys in regions like 100 x 100 kns» identi
fied during general surveys. An appropriate regular grid-spacing for that pur
pose would be a 20 kms (around IO miles) which corresponds to 25-30 stations 
with a possibility of extending the grid spacing down to the internal radius of 
deformation (around 5 kms) across regions showing up baroclinie features like 
fronts.
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FIG. 2. Potential regions for Meso-scale 
Dynamics Experiment.
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The mein «rea i* located south of Turkey (see Ares A-Fig. 3a), How far 
south should come out from the general survey as veli as from the tracer survey.
A general survey has to be repeated twice a year (early fall and late winter) 
during the two years field experiment and to be carried out under the responsibility 
of the Turkish ship. In addition, one summer cruise (August 1986) should be under
taken covering southeast Aegean Sea and northwest Levantine Basin (Area B in Fig. 3a). 
This will be under the responsibility of a Greek ship. In order to avoid the over
lapping of Turkish and Greek ships, the coordinates of the areas reserved for Turkish 
and Greek ships should be very veli defined so that there will not be a misunder
standing in the future.

In conjunction with these in situ measurements» the forcing field should be 
adequately sampled using classical meteorological parameters and remotely sensed 
parameters like S8T and wind stress and surface currents in order to check for 
the validity of ID classical mixed layer model versus 2D (cf. remote sensing 
section). This remote sensing programme will be undertaken by French scientists 
and will cover ali the years starting in 1985.

In addition to the hydrographic in situ measurements» we plan to run simul
taneously a Lagrangian experiment during the winter season to get some idea 
about the intensity of convection and infer from it the Levantine Intermediate 
Hater formation rate» and finally calculate the volume of renewed water. Thia 
experiment should be repeated twice during winter of 1986 and 1987 by French 
oceanographers (Arca A - Fig. 3a). linter of 1986 should be considered as a 
pre-experiment for defining more precisely a strategy of float deployment in 
winter of 1987. The tracer survey should give additional information on forma
tion rates.

ii. Spreading And Mixing

A necessary complement of the mentioned mesoscale floats experiment for 
spreading studies ia large-scale floats experiment planned in Fall 1986 and in 
conjunction with the tracer cruise» 1987» using pop-up floats under develop
ment in France» using Argos for location. The sampling strategy for these pop
up floats has to be considered in conjunction with the tracer experiment planned 
at the same time by a ship from of the Federal Republic of Germany» the idea 
being that the tracer lata will extend the spreading information to larger 
scales.

In addition» current meter moorings will give the necessary information in 
the straits between Levantine Basin and Aegean 8ea (cf. straits measurements) 
which will be collected by Greek scientists. The possibility of having Levan
tine water formation in the southern Levantine basin (Box C - Fig. 3a) is not 
out of discussion. A possible intensive survey is to be decided after the gen
eral survey of 1985.

B. Deep Water

The strategy during the field experiment will be nearly the same as for the 
LIW formation studies» except for the following) time for physical observations
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LEVANTINE INTERMEDIATE WATER FORMATION

A. Intensive studies during foli and winter.
B. Intensive study during summer.
♦ Current meter moorings.

FIG. 3a

FIG. (5/0
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should be restricted during winter season in 1986 and 1987. Again» the tracer 
survey will add information both on the formation rates and on spreading and 
mixing.

Motei Merioscale floats experiment could be conducted at the same time* both for 
LIW studies and DW formation in the South Aegean Sea. Thia has to be considered 
carefully.

i. South Adriatic UM. Formation

17 stations are planned north of Otranto Strait with current outer* in the 
Strait (cf. section general survey and strait measurements) and an additional 
15 stations south of the Strait of Otranto. Thia will be under responsibility 
of an Italian ship. (Box A - Fig. 3b)

ii. South Aayaan Sea PII Vfvrm*»<on

30 stations (as already mentioned) will be undertaken in a (100 x 100 km 
square located between Cyclades and Crete (Box B - Fig. 3b) and 8 current meter 
moorings with 2 or 3 current-meters (depending on depth) should be maintained 
for a one-year period» east and west of Crete (cf. straits measurements). This 
will be under responsibility of a Greek ship.

3.4 SURFACE AMD BOUNDARY PROCESSES 

3.4.1) PROGRAM FOR STRAITS

To obtain a quantitative estimate of water exchange through the straits 
connecting the Eastern Mediterranean with the adjacent seas* the following moni
toring program will be performed. (Fig. 4)

Slcllv Strait (Italy)I

Three moorings» each instrumented with four current meters» will be placed 
across the strait for six months starting in October 1985. (Section A - Fig. 4)

Otranto Strait (Italy)t

Three moorings with seven current meters in total* will be positioned for 6 
months starting in October 1986 (Section B - Fig. 4) .

Aagaan Straita (Greece)I

Eight moorings» with a total of 24 current meters will be positioned at 
five straits for four periods within a year starting in October 1985 (8ection C 
- Fig. 4) (1.5 months every season)

Sampling interval = 15/20 min.
Instruments required! 57 + 20 current meters (in total)

14+4 acoustic releases
Ship time (in addition to general hydrographic survey).



DEEP WATER FORMATION

A, B Intensive studies during winter.
♦ Currentmeter moorings.

FIG. 3b

FIG. (3b)
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PROCRAM FOR STRAITS

♦ Currentmster moorings,

FIG. 4

FIG. W)
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3.4.2 UHQXK 8miMC

The following parameters can be measured:

- SST (and possibly extended to the visible channels)!
- one dimensional wind stress (30 km of space resolution)!
" one dimensional surface current (with an accuracy of IO cm/s)

It is necessary to define the participants of each country to this part of the 
program.

3.4.3 METEOROLOGY

The importance of knowing the meteorological forcing as input to the model
ling effort must be stressed. Thus, it is essential to have available the stan
dard meteorological parameters (atmospheric pressure» wind» air temperature) 
measured at the international meteorological stations* distributed along the 
coastlines of the Basteni Mediterranean» in the various countries participating 
in POEM. Every effort should be made to collect routine observations from land 
stations and ships together with relevant imagery from satellites. Special 
observations will be required from the research ships involved! from especially 
instrumented moored buoys and» so far as possible» from meteorological research 
aircrafts. In particular» it would be desirable to mahe finalised experiments 
in limited areas to study the coupled evolution of the planetary boundary layer 
and the sdxed layer. These experiments would allow us to understand the basic 
mechanisms determining the evolution of the marine surface layer es veli as to 
parameterise the thermodynamical processes in the dynamical models of the circu
lation. For the above questions and others» evaporation» sensible and latent 
heat fluxes should be aiso evaluated. Particular attention will be paid to the 
needs of ondellers for input and verification data.

3.4.4) tide calidea

It is recommended that Member 8tates activate and improve the network of 
sea level gauges in the Eastern Mediterranean in order to achieve a good data 
set to utilise for the various oceanographic studies. In particular* tide 
gauges should be installed at the sidea of main straits during current meter 
measurements.

Furthermore* consideration should be given to the use of deep sea gauges if 
available. It is necessary to have a list of the existing tide gauge stations» 
and their working condition and responsibilities

3.5 HOLMI m chemistry

Possible relevant parameter to be meaaured arel dissolved 0.» pH» nutrients 
(EO.» EO.» EH.» PO.» Sio.) total alkalinity» chlorophyll. However» final deci
sion on parameter sampling will be taken in consultation with concerned Mediter
ranean scientista during a specialised panel discussion on this topic within the 
POEM Workshop» to be held in Lucerne in October 1984 during the ICSEM Congress.

3.6 OWBAT.T. CAIJOIPAB

An overall calendar is given in the following Table (1).
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à. am «memmi

4.1 BI8IQ1ICAL am

The Sureau National de Données Océanographiques, Centre Océanographique de 
Pretagne* Brest, has acquired ali available historical data and aade evaluations 
of its validity.

In very general terns, the criterion for validating the data vas to elim
inate everything leading to more than a 0.02 inversion in signa-theta on the 
vertical. It appeared difficult in the first attempt to apply this criterion 
systematically, using some classical method like the Fergusson method. Indeed 
such an automatic data processing rubbed out strong gradient layers like the 
Atlantic-Mediterranean interface. So most of the validation vas made by hand.

Additional data is acquired ali the time and laboratories are requested to 
send in everything vhich eventually vill be made available to the interested 
institutions. At the POEM Workshop in Lucerne, in October 1984, the methodology 
for validating the data vill be presented in detail.

4.2 MIA MmCBMBHT ABU mchamce

Data acquired through the present research program vill be limited for the 
use of the generator for the period of one year after the completion of the 
preliminary analysis but not in excess of tvo years after acquisition. Sym
pathetic attention vill be given by the organising covmittee to protect the 
needs of students in the process of vriting their thesis. Efforts vill be made 
to supply the Harvard Dynamic Modelling Centre (section 5) vith the data they 
need at the earliest possible moment on the understanding that the data vill be 
used solely for their particular needs.

The prelitdnary analysis of data vill be carried out vith agreed algorithms 
common to the entire group and data vill be stored and exchanged in internation
ally accepted formats.
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5. MODELLING

5.1 MODELLING CENTER FOR THE EASTERN KKDTTKBRAHKAN

lile main modelling effort vill be concentrated in the U8A vith the estab
lishment of a Center for the Modelling of the Eastern Mediterranean at the Har
vard University* Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Group. Ali the available* existing 
models* suitable for application to the Eastern Mediterranean ara or vill be 
brought to the Center and there used by the cooperating scientists to investi
gate different aspects of the Mediterranean circulation and process studies in a 
comparative vay. The Harvard Modelling group vill be open to the active colla
boration vith ali the interested and qualified scientists from the different 
countries participating in POEM. It is intended to serve both an educational as 
veli as research functions. It it aiso expected that regional models can be 
developed by responsible groups of scientists in participating countries.

5.2 ZB£ MODELS

The models to be used at the Harvard Center, arel

General Circulation MadclA (CCH)»

Primitive Equation Model (USA-Harvard)
Coupled Atlantic-Mediterranean (USA-Harvard)
Inverse Methodologies (USA-MIT)

Multi-Level Model vith Active Thermodynamics (Italÿ-Venice)

Mesoacaie Dynamica Water Hata 
Formation. Mining and Spreading»

Open Ocean, Quasigeostrophic Eddy Resolving, Multi-Layer Model Coupled 
vith Surface Mixed Layer Model (USA-Harvard)
Surface Mixed Layer Model (USA-Harvard)

The various models require different amounts of computer pover. Many of 
them can be used on small computers in an efficient and relevant vay. The model 
softvare vill be transferred from the Harvard Center to ali the cooperating 
Institutions to be used in their respective countries, on their local computers.

The sulin scientific objectives to be fulfilled by the modelling efforts
arci

a) Determination of the relative contribution to the general circulation 
and T/S structure evolution by the folloving driving forces!
- vind stress
- thermohaline fluxes
- source-sink distribution
- forcing through straits

b) Determination of the general circulation of the Eastern Mediterranean and 
of its seasonal and interannual variations.

c) Modelling of basic dynamic/thermodynamic processes and mesoscale
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variability in regions of strong internal dynamic activity
d) Modelling of deep convection* mixing processes in regions of «ater mass 

formation
e) Modeling of «ater masses dispersion (mixing and spreading)
f ) Modeling of the .upper layer thermal structure and of ita variabilities 

for different time seal as (diurnal-synoptic-seasonal» annual and 
interannual).

The methodology of the modeling effort «iii capitalise upon the most modern 
and sophisticated techniques for the use of models in an interactive vay vith 
data. Thia involves the use of the most advanced methods for objective analysis 
of data and the incorporation of data into the models. The methods for data 
initialisation* assimilation and updating vill play the central role in the cou
pling of the experimental (field plan) and modeling efforts. Hydrographic, 
meteorological current-meter and tracer data vill be introduced and used in the 
above models at successive stages.

The ultimate goal of the Modelling Program ia the construction of a GENERAL 
CIRCULATION MODEL OF THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN adequate for biological and chem
ical transport processes! ita coupling vith an atmospheric GENERAL CIRCULATION 
MODEL for the study of feedback mechanisms and climate studies.

A parallel effort vill be the coupling of the Eastern Mediterranean General 
Circulation model vith high resolution models of shelf circulation and coastal 
areas, of specific interest to and vithin individual national programs of these 
nations themselves as desired and possible.

5.4 nveniTT. cat.kwtub

The overall calendar for modelling activities is given in Table (2) belov.
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TABLE 2 - OVERALL CALENDAR

FOR MODELLING ACTIVITIES

1984 85 86 87

eoeo* 89
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1) Surface aland layer 
tina avola!loo.

7) Data Initialisation
acevnalatitOi undata.

1) Paroottarlaatlea of
voter naan lomation.

V) Rational nodata and 
c our lini with COI.

10) Dovelepaaat of COI 
nodai vith noloRtcal
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titii. 'ititi

y///, '////,
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6. SUMMARY OF PROGRAM

The purpose of the Eastern Mediterranean program is to reach the ultimate 
knowledge of its phenomenology! to understand the dynamics» variability and 
energetics, of its general circulation! to explain fundamental physical processes 
like deep convection and water mass formation there occurring rad common to dif
ferent arcas of the world ocean. Thus the program has three major componentsi
a) general circulation! b) mesoscale dynamica! c) water mass formation and 
dispersion.

The ultimate scientific goal is to construct a General Circulation Model of 
the Eastern Mediterranean adequate for biological and chemical transport 
processes. The model vill thus be applicable to investigate the implications of 
the circulation for the distribution of biochemical parameters» with consequent 
fundamental practical implications. This will bring the Eastern Mediterranean 
from being a very poorly explored area to one of the best known regions of the 
world ocean. Thia will aiso bring the regional institutions and scientists to 
the forefront activity of oceanographic science and will help to establish long 
lasting colleague relationships. It will aiso promote the process of technology 
transfer and marine scientific knowledge exchange amongst scientists working in 
the same region.

The scientific effort in exploring the Eastern Mediterranean is discussed 
in detail both for what concerns the envisioned field plan (section 3) and the 
modeling effort (section 5).

To be successful the program needs actual resources both from each partici
pating country and from international organisations! institutional arrangements 
including training and exchange visits of cooperating scientists» scientific 
coordination and management.

Meetings and workshops are necessary for the progressive updating of scien
tific knowledge and exchange of information among the participating scientists. 
Thus» it is highly desirable to hold:

- one yearly workshop
- one yearly intensive meeting of the Organising Committee of the Program

It is aiso important to communicate more broadly throughout the oceano
graphic community interested both in the Mediterranean and in the fundamental 
processes. Thus the intention is to hold every other yearly workshop in con
junction with an appropriate major scientific meeting arranged by an interna
tional scientific society.

The necessity is felt of establishing Scientific Centers for the intensive 
studies of specific components of the Program. A Modeling Center is being esta
blished at the Harvard University» Cambridge» USA» where ali dynamical models 
relevant to the investigation of the Eastern Mediterranean will be gathered» 
applied» intercompared and subsequently shared. It is desirable to consider the 
possibility of establishing future necessary Centers such as a) Intercalibration 
Center* b) Bata bank.

P.O.E.M organising acientists prepared and presented a Round-Table discus
sion at the ICSEM XXVIII Congress Plenary Asaembly» Cannes» France» 1982 and
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will present their substantial progress at the ICSEM XXIX Congress and Plenary 
Assembly* to be held in Lucerne* Switaerland* October 1984.

In the international audience* UNESCO has recognised the importance and 
strength of the Program by supporting participation of Eastern Mediterranean 
Scientists at a workshop in Loriei* La 8pesia* Italy* September 1983» during 
which the substantial scientific plan was created. Thia plan has been published 
as UNESCO Reports in Marine Sciencea No. 30.

The Organising Committee* with the support of UNESCO and the US National 
Science Foundation* had an executive meeting in Paris in August 1984. UNESCO 
plans to continue to support the organisational aspects of the Program* the 
attendance to meetings and workshops of the cooperating scientists from develop
ing countries* the publication and distribution of scientific documents. How
ever* the requirements for the Program management and its successful execution 
make it highly desirable that additional International Organisations* and possi
bly bi or multi-lateral collaborations* play an important role in the support of 
the Program* under the four sulin heads* a) Management* b) International Struc
ture* c) Resources and d) Education and Training.

The participation by other interested scientists from other nations within 
the framework of the scientific program* its objectives and goals is welcome. 
Such participation could enhance the scientific and general results of the pro
gram. The ground rules for such participation are simple:

- the scientific integrity of the progrsm will be maintained
- the free exchange of data between ali participants is essential
- the scientific activities including meetings will be carried out

in such a way that ali participating scientists are included in ali
activities.
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APPENDIX - 1.

DESCRIPTION OF RELEVANT NATIONAL PROGRAMS BT PARTICIPATING SCIENTISTS

(I) EGYPT

The oceanographic scientific community in Egypt is comprised of two main 
bodies fully engaged with marine science teaching and research. These «ire:

1. Xhft Instituts fil Oceanography mai Fiahariaa (IOF) of the Academy of 
Scientific Research and Technology. The main objectives of this Institute are 
to carry out basic and applied research for the conservation and development of 
marine resources* particularly fisheries. The Institute aiso supervises and 
cooperates with various national government departments in collecting hydro
graphic data and fishery statistics and offers technical advice to these govern
ment bodies on various technical aspects within its sphere of competence* both 
in the fields of oceanography and fisheries.

2. Hui Oceanography Popart neat* Faculty at Science. University aL Alexan
dria. The Department is teaching marine sciences. It graduates junior oceano
graphers with B.Sc. degree in oceanography after studying basic sciences at the 
Faculty of Science. It aiso offers courses for the Diplosu of Higher Studies* 
the Masters of Science and the Ph.D. Degrees in Oceanography. Research work in 
the various marine science disciplines is aiso carried out by the department in 
the Egyptian waters.

Foellitico ond nonpover

At present* neither of the two institutions possesses a research vessel 
capable of carrying out research cruises in the Eastern Mediterranean beyond the 
coastal water strip. However* there is the possibility of carrying out some 
oceanographic cruises on locally hired ships if funding resources are made 
available. There are several well trained and experienced oceanographers who 
are able to conduct such cruises and contribute to the research program of the 
Eastern Mediterranean in cooperation with scientists from neighboring countries. 
In particular* in the field of physical oceanography* there are at present 3 
Ph.D.'s* 8 M.Sc.'a and about 12 B.8c.'a working at the above two institutions: 
the Institute on Oceanography and Fisheries in Alexandria and the Oceanography 
Department of Alexandria University.

Some physical oceanographic equipments are available* but for the purpose 
of carrying out a research program on the scale we ara concerned with here* this 
equipment will not be enough* nor will it be adequate for the quality criteria 
identified by the program. A national oceanographic data centre is aiso avail
able at the IOP in Alexandria.

Activities

In spite of the limited facilities* the above two groups of Egyptian scien
tists at the above institutions have been active for many years in both pure and 
applied research. They carried out several hydrographic surveys in national 
coastal as well as offshore waters and contributed to the study of specific 
problems of national interest and economic importance.
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Funding

Limited funds tre avsilsble for conducting oceanographic research. These 
funds are funneled to the oceanographic community through national agreements 
and/or bilateral agreements with other countries. Several activities in marine 
sciences vith specific objectives were carried out with the assistance of vari
ous international organizations such ast UNE8C0, IOC»' FAO, UNDP and UNEP.
These supported activities are implemented within the framework of a well- 
defined project approved by both the Egyptian Government and the supporting 
organisation.

Fiscal Yean Starts in July.

MatioBAl Coordination

Oceanographic activities at the national level are carried out through 
bilateral agreements between the two Egyptian oceanographic institutions men
tioned earlier and/or with one or both of them and another national or interna
tional institution or organization. However, it is to be noted that other 
institutions and universities in Bgypt have aiso become increasingly interested 
in various aspects of marine science, and could therefore be integrated, as 
appropriate, in activities in the Eastern Mediterranean to be carried out 
jointly by the two main oceanographic bodies mentioned above
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(U) FRANCE

Our nain interest in contributing to the Basteni Mediterranean research 
program is to study specifically the essential processes leading to the ultimate 
transformation of surface Atlantic waters in subsurface Levantine waters. To 
our opinion, this involves substantial progress in our understanding of the 
mesoscale phenomena occuring in the region between Rhodes and Cyprus and in par
ticular of the connections and feedback between these phenomena and larger scale 
circulation in this ares. The crucial point is to establish firmly the basic 
state which characterizes the preconditioning phase before water mass formation 
triggering mechanisms could occur.

Our contributions will be according to fundings.

1) Lagrangian experiments t
a) surface floats located via ARGOS. These drifters could be deployed 

from every ships. They transmit sea surface temperature and serve as 
ground truth for SST and help in mapping surface currents

b) underwater floats (mesoscale purposes) located in acoustic-like SOFAR 
floats.

c) pop-up floats located via ARGOS when surfacing. They will be used for 
spreading and mixing studies in conjunction with TTO.

2) Remote Sensing
a) classical SST (Lannion-Toulouse)
b) and possibly visible (CZCS)
c) scatterometers (ionospheric radar) t this instrument gives information 

about surface winds and currents

3) Data Management! reduction and assimilation of national data bank in 
Brest (France) B.N.D.O. Objective analysis and modelling (analytical 
and numerical)

4) Biochemistry and geochemistry for nutrients and TTO.

5) Assistance for intercalibration and deep sea moorings (long-term).

National organisations which could support this program are:

- Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique CNRS (Programme 
Interdiciplinaire de Recherches Océanographique PIRO)

- Centre National d'Btudes Spatiales (TOULOUSE)
- Centré National de Recherche Météorologique (CNRM) LANNION
- Centre National pour l'exploration de oceans (CNEXO)
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A crucial point for french participation vill be

a) consideration of Eastern Mediterranean program in the context of 
implication of water-mass transformation in the general circulation
of the ocean (thermohaline component) which is one of the main topics of 
VOCE.

b) consideration of this program in climate studies (regional) cyclogenesis 
or/and worldwide) WCRP)

Critical decisions on these points will occur during next fall (1986). 
Four different groups in France can participate to that program. Hamely» the 
Physical Oceanographic Laboratory in PARIS» remote sensing in PARI8 - LANNION 
and TOULOUSE» biochemistry in MARSEILLE and VILLEFRANCHE.
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(III) federal UEUILIfi SOL MU

The Heidelberg ocean tracer group expecta to contribute to the programme 
measurements of the transient tracers tritium* JHe» and fréons including an 
evaluation of these dete* aiso in cooperation vith the Harvard modelling centre. 
In an effort to bring in an FKG ship* the nev 'Meteor' has preliminarily 
scheduled to vork in the Eastern Mediterranean for about a month during July- 
August 1987. This cruise is to contribute the bulk of the large-scale transient 
tracer survey* covering most of the Eastern Mediterranean» vith a fairly coarse 
grid of stations. Other FRG groups have expressed interest to do measurement of 
nutrients* trace metals» certain pollution parameters on this cruise. An FRG 
biological component is aiso possible while participation of an FRG CTD group is 
open at the present time. As the new 'Meteor' will be a comparably large ship* 
further projects that have a large-scale aspect would be welcome. It is for 
example considered to arrange for the measurement of C02 parameters.

Requirtaeaf a£ Iiaaar Field Hoik

The tracer work has different components)

1) Deep-water spreading and renewal)
2) Deep-water formation including formation rates)
3) Intermediate water formation and spreading

Accordingly* the required field program has the components)

1) Large-scale survey. The general station spacing should be 2° X 
2° and about 24 samples per station would be required (depending 
on water depth))

2) Special smaller scale surveys in the pertinent formation and 
transformation areas (1), l.e.:
i) Southern Adriatic and Otranto Strait)
ii) western slope between Otranto Strait and Malta Sill)
iii) Strait of Sicily)
iv) Aegean sea and Aegean outflows and possible
v) Dardanelles
vi) deep sills between Ionian and Levantine basins.

The station positioning would be mainly dictated by bottom topography and 
would be quite variable) aiso» it should at least partly be done more than once» 
and a good part of the related sampling would be on ships other than the 
'Meteor'. Tritium and 3HE sampling could be done virtually on any ship* prefer
ably by Rosette/CTD equipment. Fréons» however* need larger than usual and spe
cially checked sampling bottles. Aiso» because the measurements are to be done 
aboard ship* the work has to be concentrated to no more than very few expedi
tions. Of special interest would be the Italian survey between the Adriatic and 
the Strait of Sicily.

3) LIW formation and spreading) mostly 3He and tritium are used» 
casts to no more that 500m depth» station spacing 1° x 1° or 
denser. This program would have to be coordinated with the proposed 
French efforts of observing the early spreading by Lagrangian buoys.

(1) Nota: Subject to the approval of the Interested governments.
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Aiso required is repeated observations which could well be accomplished 
by means of the regional* e.g. the Turkish cruises.

One of the aspects of the tracer program will be to develop the best way of 
data evaluation. This is envisaged to be done first by means of kinematic 
multi-box models* but we are very much interested to work with the Harvard Cen
tre to explore the more sophisticated model for that purpose. One should aiso 
try to use the models in an interactive way* i.e. trying to use the tracer data 
to improve certain parts of the parameterixation of the models* in particular 
from the point of view of the water formation processes* as well as of large- 
scale mixing.
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(IV) fiUf££

1. national Oceanographic Programs

a. Long tera oceanographic projecta of general scientific interests* con
cerning physical* chemical* biological and geological aspects.

Seasonal or/and monthly cruises are carried out in greek seas (Aegean and 
Ionian). Responsible research centers for the above projects are mainly the 
Institute of Oceanographic and Fisheries Research (IGKAE) and the Hellenic 
Hydrographic-Oceanographic Servece.

b. Intensive studies of special interests.

These research projects concerning coastal areas of the mainland and 
islands are carried out to cover National requirements such as underwater con
struction* installations of sewage outfalls* pollution studies etc. In conjunc
tion with the above mentioned nain national services* other relevant agencies as 
the Ministries of Environment and Merchant Marine* as well as Research Insti
tutes (Democritos Nuclar Centor* etc) and large number of laboratories of Greek 
Universities are participating and collaborating in the above projects.

In the framework of the above mentioned activities the following parameters 
are measured. Temperature* salinity* Dias. oxygen* PH* Nutrient (Phosphate* 
Nitrate* Nitrite* Silicate* Ammonia) trace elements* currents* tides* sea-state 
and other conditions* phyto and zoo plankton* phyto and zoo benthos* (quantita
tive and qualitative studies)» hydrocarbons* sediments etc.

The data* after processing and analysis* are presented in technical reports 
and distributed to relevant national agencies and institutes. They are aiso 
used by scientists for publications and communications.

The storage of the total amount of data in a national data bank is under 
consideration.

The complete coverage in Meteorological parameters is under the responei- 
bility of the Hellenic Meteorological Service. He notice that satellite imagery 
is used* in addition to the standard oceanographic measurements.

The establishment of a center for receiving and processing satellite data 
is under consideration. Efforts in modelling ara made in various laboratories 
of the Research Centers and Technical Universities.

2. infrastructure

a. Oceanographic vessels
For the open sea longterm project* two well-equipped oceanographic vessels* 
(50-65 m long) are used.

Two smaller reconstructed vessels are used in the shallow coastal 
areas projects. He estimate that in 1985 two new very well equipped 
oceanographic vessels of 50 and 25 a respectively* which are presently under 
construction* will be ready.
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b. Instrumentation
Th« following instruments and facilities are available for the execution 
of the research worki

- currentaeters (taderea» Interocean)
- Acoustic releasers (AMF. Interocean)
- C8TD (Intcroceae Heil Brown)
- Ssapling bottles and reversing theraometers
- Tide gages (A0Tt 8tevens)
- Technikon Autoanalyser
“ SalinosMters (Autosalt Beckman. Tsourouai)
- Well equipped laboratories for chcaicalt biological and geological 

research work.

Nini and larger coaputers are available in ali research centers and 
ainistries involved.

c. Manpower

More than 50 scientists, involved in Oceanography, are working in the 
different research centers and agencies and aore than IO of thea are 
physical oceanographers. There is aiso a relevant nuaber of technicians, 
prograaaers* analysts, etc.

3. Internetionel Activité»

Greece is participating in the MEDPOL (Phase-B) prograaae.

There is a signed agreeaent between the governments of Greece and Italy for 
scientific cooperation, which includes Oceanographic research in the Ionian sea.

4. £flMfilItA JIA th« £A£2HEfi

A saulii scientific group is working on the proposal for the Bastern Medi
terranean Cooperative prograa. in order to estimate its requirements in conjunc
tion with the capabilities of undertaking part of this effort.

Great interest has been expressed by the scientific coaaunity in the East 
Med prograa.

The various national centers will exaaine the possibilities of incorporat
ing the activities of the EA8TMED prograa into their projects concerning the 
areas of south Aegean and Aegean Straits.

After the above procedures, a final proposal has to be submitted to the 
Ministry of Research and Technology for financial support and management.

The Institute of Oceanographic and Fisheries Research is considered to be 
the coordinating and responsible national centre* if the Greek contribution to 
this prograa is decided upon.

In the framework of the EASTMED program, cooperation with French and German 
Laboratories is being considered for specific aspects and requirements such as 
transient tracers and floats* and remote sensing*
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(V) ISRAEL

Io Israel, the only institution dedicated to oceanography and engaged in 
ali aspects of oceanographic research is the Israel Oceanographic and Limnologi
cal Research Ltd. (IORL) which is a company whose shares are the property of 
the Israeli Government and its activities are controlled by the Israel Ministry 
of Energy and Infrastruture. Additional oceanographic research is being carried 
out at other institutions such as the Geological Survey of Israel, the Weismann 
Institute of Science, the Hebrew University, the Tai Aviv University, the Beer 
Sheba University, the Technion and some more.

The IOLR has some 50 scientists in three laboratories! the main one in 
Haifa* the Tigal Alion Kinneret Limnological Laboratory, near Iberias. engaged 
mainly in limnology and the Rational Center of Mariculture. in Biat. engaged . 
mainly in mariculture. The IOLE operates the only deep sea oceanographic vessel 
in Israel the R.V. SHIKMONA which is a 180 ton 28 m long vessel capable of a 
maximum speed of IO knots, able to stay at sea for about two weeks and sail any
where in the Mediterranean Sea. The SHIKMONA needs a crew of 7 and has up to an 
additional 12 berths for scientists. It is air-conditioned and equipped with 
the usual communication and navigation equipment including auto pilot, satellite 
navigation and deep sea precision echo sounder. 8he has one wet and one dry 
laboratory, a CTD and a hydro winch (both capable of carrying 5000 m of cable), 
a 6 ton crane and stem door to facilitate the deployment of buoys. The avail
able power supply includes single phase 220 volt 50 Ha. 220 and 110 volt 60 Ha 
as well as three phase 220 volt 60 Ha. For the physical oceanography cruises it 
carries a N.B. CTD with a 12 bottle Nishin rosette and bottom pinger as well as 
the computer required to exhibit the STD preliminary results in real time.
There is sufficient space in both the wet and the dry lab for the additional 
equipment required by chemists during common cruises.

IOLR works according to a long-term national oceanographic program. The 
sulin infrastructure budget comes from governmental sources. In contrast the 
scientific projects, elaborated by the scientists on the basio of the general 
smster plan, are funded by research contracts obtained by the leading IOLE 
scientists from various funding sources. Each and every project is funded by a 
particular sponsor or a number of sponsors and the principal investigator of the 
project is directly responsible to the sponsors for the provision of the 
required results. The data is usually the property of the sponsor who is always 
requested to allow scientific publication and. in our experience* will usually 
acquiesce to our request but one must emphasise that dissemination of raw data 
must be carried out in accordance with the sponsors wishes who may restrict it 
or enforce it according to its own particular policies. Israel's fiscal year 
begins on the 1st of April and we usually try to work within this frMie. There
fore. the most effective policy vould be to have any research grant requests 
from Israeli sources submitted by the end of December, but they should be sub
mitted even earlier to allow for some 'give and take' before their final fons. 
Thia is particularly true in the case of research grants submitted for funding 
to more than one sponsor. Applications for research grants can be addressed to 
a number of sourcesi The Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure! The National 
Coasaittee for Research and Development! Various binational funds and agreements, 
in particular the USA-Israel Binational Fund and AID* both requiring the parti
cipation of a U8A scientist, ali having relatively small budgets for which com
petition is very high! UNEP, the IOLE contributed to and still has sema MEDPOL
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projects. In the past we aiso had two projects sponsored by the ONE (one in the 
Mediterranean and one in the Red Rea).

The Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities does not support research 
financially. It supports various national scientific organisations and it main
tains the formal and official connections with international scientific organi
sation such as 8C0R (Dr. Hecht is at present one of the four Israel's represen
tatives at 8C0R). The Israel Academy of Sciences and Huoanities can land con
siderable backing* prestige and moral support locally and should be acquainted 
with a program such as the international effort for the investigation of the 
Eastern Mediterranean Sea.

The Physical Oceanography Department of the IOLR consists of four scien
tists and four technicians with additional technical support from other depart
ments (electronics* mechanical workshop* etc.). The four scientists are: one
Ph.D. with formal physical oceanography training* two M.Sc. with training in 
physics and hydrodynamics and one B.8c. in the process of completing his M.Sc. 
at the Department for Atmospheric Sciences at the Hebrew University in 
Jerusalem. There are no facilities for training physical oceanographers in 
Israel and physical oceanography courses are given only at the level required by 
geology* chemistry and biology students. Lack of manpower is the main problem 
facing the department and we look upon a number of students at present in the 
U8A as the potential for improving the situation. Moreover* in the past* we 
helped some students to continue their education abroad and we will try to do so 
in the future as well.

At present* the Physicsl Oceanography Department is engaged in two main 
projects: 1. The measurement of currents* waves and meteorological parameters
in the Dead Seat 2. The systematic survey of physical oceanographic parameters 
in the Eastern Levantine Basin. The last project consists of the acquisition of 
data on the distribution of salinity and temperature versus pressure at some 30 
stations distributed on a 0.5° grid between the Eastern Mediterranean sea 
shores* 34° 30' N and 32° 30' E (stations 7 to 34 in fig. 1). Four such cruises 
were carried out sinon 1975 but until now we were allowed to release the data 
from only the first 7 cruises. Some times those cruises are extended to a 
longer range (e.g. stations 35 to 54 in fig. 1).

Chemical parameters (0.* pH* nutrients* etc.) ara measured on some of the 
stations during part of the^physical oceanography cruises. Data for biological 
and geological investigations are acquired during a number of additional* 
separate cruises. In particular priüry productivity investigations are con
ducted within the framework of a joint program USA-Egypt-Israel which is sup
ported by AID.
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(VI) ITALY

Deep see hydrographic surveys will be carried out with the oceanographic 
vessel 'Bannock' of the Italian National Research Council (CNR). The vessel is 
about 60 ■ long* is well equipped with oceanographic instrumentation and can 
accomodate up to 16 scientists. Requests for ship time for every calendar year 
must be sent to CNR within the September month of the previous calendar year 
(i.e. by 8ept. 84 for calendar year 1985). The following research groups have 
expressed their interest and willingness to participate in the Program:

- Istituto Fisica Atmosfera - CNR - Rome
- Istituto Studio Dinamica Grandi Masse (I8DGM) - CNR - Venice
- Stssione Oceanografica ISDGM - CNR - La 8pesia
- Istituto Biologie del Mare - CNR - Venice
- Istituto Sperimentale Talassografico - CNR - Trieste
- Osservatorio Geofisico Sperimentale (OGS) - Trieste

It is highly desirable that other groups join the Program* especially in 
the meteorological and remote sensing areas.

. The equipment capabilities of ali Italian groups include: -a) CTD probes 
(Neil Brown) and b) current meters (Aanderaa, NBA, acoustic currentmeters)* c) 
Rosette Nansen bottles* d) chemical biological equipment* e) tide gauges

A calibration center and data bank ara already existing and available at 
the Osservatorio Geofisico 8perimentale of Trieste.

Italy is in the process of formulating a long-range national program for 
oceanographic research in which the Eastern Mediterranean Program has already 
been included. The starting date of this National Program is not yet defined. 
The Committee for Physical Sciences of CNR has already recommended that the Pro 
gram must be financially supported by CNR. Important interest to the program 
has been expressed by the Ministry of Scientific Research and the Ministry of 
Ecology of the Italian government
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(VIX) tobeky

Thor* ara two institutes or Marine Science in Turkey: The Institute of
Marine Scianea of the Middle Sast Technical University is located on the south
ern coast of Turkey at Erdemli. The other is situated on the Agean at Izmir and 
is attached to the University of 9th September.

The Erdemli Institute carries sponsored research for the government and 
international agencies (UNEP* IOC» FAO» NATO) and aiso offers graduate educa
tion. At present there ara 11 Faculty members and 24 graduate students. A 500 
ton research vessel £/£ Blit» and two smaller (12 m) vessels are available. I/£ 
Bilim can accomodate up to 14 scientists* she has a crew of 11 and is well 
equipped with various scientific instruments.

The Institute at Ismir has a research vessel (£/£ X. Piri Béii) which is 28 
m in length. tJJL Flri fala is aiso well equipped for deep ocean research.

The marine science institute at Erdemli is relatively well developed in 
Physical and Chemical Oceanography. Since 1976 Physical Oceanographic research 
has been mostly concentrated on the shelf areas and mesoscale experiments have 
been conducted. Modelling efforts attempting to blend judiciously the field 
work with theory have been a focal point for the faculty of four in marine phy
sics.

Both institutes possess C.T.D. probes* sufficient number of current meters 
and other physical oceanographic instruments. The Institute at Erdemli is well 
developed in laboratory facilities.

The Institute of Marine Sciences at Erdemli is strongly committed to deep 
ocean research in the Eastern Mediterranean. A programme in training and 
research of modest dimensions has already commenced. If the national priorities 
permit and if both the national and international support becomes available* the 
Erdemli Institute will participate in the proposed Eastern Mediterranean pro
gramme. Erdemli Institute considers the research programme on the Physical 
Oceanography of the Eastern Mediterranean most timely and important, scientifi
cally.

It is worth pointing our that Turkey is in the process of establishing a 
long range national programme in oceanographic research. The elements of this 
programme that are pertinent to the proposed international research on the Phy
sical Oceanography of the Eastern Mediterranean will become clear in the near 
future.
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(VIII) IBS USA

Interest among scientists from the United States in research in the Eastern 
Mediterranean and in participation in the POEM Program is strong and substan
tial* It includes research via in situ field experiments* theory and modelling* 
and remotely sensed data directed towards: the physics of water amsa formation*
dispersion and mixing* processes and their parameterisationsi mesoscale and gen
eral circulation modellings data assimilations and the effects of physical tran
sports on biological and chemical processes.

The system for funding scientific projects and programs in the United 
States involves proposals for scientific research which are presented to federal 
government funding agencies for consideration by program managers and generally 
subject to peer review by the scientific community. Interested scientists for 
various institutions often coordinate proposal submission in order to carry out 
a cooperative research program. Funding commitments can be made for* eg. a 
three year project. Scientific quality* importance* timeliness and feasibility 
are important factors governing funding decisions.

Several scientists from the United 8tates have already participated in 
developing and planning the POEM program* and the co-chairpersons have received 
travel support for their participation in this process. Scientific proposals 
are under preparation or planned. It is intended to establish the POEM model
ling center at Harvard University with active participation by Harvard and MIT 
Scientists es well es visiting scientists for several other institutes partici
pating in the program. Some funds will be sought in the U8 for general program 
administration. To date* scientists from the Brookhaven National Laboratory* 
Colombia University* Harvard University* the Naval Oceanographic Research on the 
Development Agency* Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution have expressed their interest in or intention to par
ticipate in POEM.



IX. CYPRUS (Added by request on 17.X.84)

Representing ay country to the Bureau of the 29th ICK8M Congress and 
because of our interest in FORM* I would like to express our interest to parti
cipate in and support this effort.

I would aiso like to infora you of our activities and research capabilities 
in the field of oceanography.

We do have the scientific and technical personnel as well as the required 
instruments and laboratory facilities to carry out basic oceanographic research. 
Using these facilities we work and implement national prograames of oceano
graphic research* mainly in coastal areas. Our programme includes T* 8» 0, and 
nutrient measurements as well as current measurements.

In addition» I would like to mention our collaboration and contribution in 
International projects such as the MBD POL.

My personal interest in the Eastern Mediterranean Project will be 
transferred to ay colleagues in Cyprus and I believe that our proposal for col
laboration and contribution will be adopted and supported by the Cyprus Govern
ment and be able to cover a reasonable area.

Our final position concerning our participation and contribution will be 
expressed after consultations with my Government.

L. Athanassiadou (Mrs.)
Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources
Fisheries Department
Teugaatachou Foulion 8+7
Nicosia
Cyprus
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APPENDIX 2

Organising Ca—Itf fiR JtRl g fay S jell QctABOgrAPhy flf Ah* BaitAIR
Maditarraasaa (goni)

Unesco* Peris* 7-9 August* 1984 

Lixi Qt PartieinnntM

1* Dr. Jean-Clsude Cascard*
Museua National d'Bistoire Nature 
Laboratoire d'Océanographie Physique 
43-54 Nue Cuvier 
75231 Paris Cedex 05 
FRANCE

Phone I (1) 707-85-44 
Telea! 270686 F LOPMNHN

2. Dr. Matura* A. Gorges*
Physical Oceanography Departaent 
Institute of Oceanography Fisheries 
Mediterranean Branch
Eayet Bey-Alexandria* EGYPT

Present Address:
UNE8C0
8C/I0C
7 Place De Fontenoy 
75700 Paris. FRANCE

Phone! (1) 568-4154 (o)
(1) 842-3691 (h)

Telex: (842) 204461F UNESCO 
Cablei UNESCO PARIS

3. Dr. Artur Hecht*
Israel Oceanographic and Liamologicel Research Ltd.
Tol Shitaeona
PO Box 8030
31080 Haifa
ISRAEL

Phone: 04-515202
Telex: 46400 BINA IL Ext: 8848

4. Dr. Dale C. Krause 
Director
Division of Marine Sciences 
UNESCO
7 Place de Fontenoy 
75700 Paris 
FRANCE

Phone: (1) 568-39-68 
Telex: 204461F UNESCO
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5. Prof, Faola Malanotte-Rissoli* Co-chairparaon* 
Laboratório Fario Studio dolia 
Dinaaica dolia Grandi Haona 
Vanica 30125 
ITALY

Faint Addrtm
MII
Department of Earth» Ataoapharic and Planetary Scianea*
Building 54-1420
Caabridga* Hasiachuaatta 02139
U.S.A.

Phono: (617) 253-2451
Toion: 921473 MITCAM

6. Dr* Antonio Michelae*
Oaaervatorio Gaofisico Spariaantala (OGS)
C.P. 2011 
34016 Trinota 
ITALY

Phono: (040) 2140221 
Talea: 460329 0G8

7* Mr*. Claude Riches
Laboratoire d'Océanographie Phyoique 
Huoeun Rational d'Riatoire Ratura 
43 rua Cuvier 
75231 Paria Cades 05

Phone: (1) 707-85-44 
Talas: 270686F LOPMHH

8. Prof. Allan R. Robinaon* Co-chairparaon* 
Harvard Univeraity
Canter for Earth and Planatary Phyale* 
Pierce Hall
Caabridga» Maaaachuaetta 02138 
Ü.S.A.

Phone: (617) 495-2819 
Talas: 921496 HARVUHIV CAM

9* Prof. Wolfgang Roathar*
Inatitut fur Umraltphyaik dar 
Univeraitat Heidelberg 
Haidalbarg 6900 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMARY

Phone: 6221/563350 
Talas: 461745
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10. Dr. Alexander Theocharis*
Institut» of Océanographie and fisheries Research 
Aghios Rosae*
Bellinikon
Athens
GREECE

Phones 9815703 
leiens 224135 IOKE GR

11. Prof. Unit Volunta*
Middle East Technical University
Institute of Marine Sciences
P.K. 28
Brdeali-Icel
TURRET

Phones 7585-1842 
Telexs 67208 IMS TR

12. Mr. Roufogalis Vassil
Hydrographic-Oceanogr. Service
Athens
GREECE

Phones 6442986

* Organising Coaaittee Meabers
Absent Orgsnising Coaaittee Meaberss Prof. H. Charnock snd Prof. B LaCoabe
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ADDENDUM

EQBM Statrint Croup

October 1984

Co-chairpersons:

1* Prof. Allan R. Robinson 
Harvard University
Center for Barth and Planetary Physics 
Pierce Hall “ Room 100C 
Cambridge, Maas. 02138» U8A

Phone I (617) 495-2919 (o)
(617) 267-4359 (h)

Telex: 921496 HARVARD

2. Prof. Paola Malanotte-Rissoli 
MII
Department of Barth» Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences 
Bldg 54-1420
Cambridge» Maas. 02139 U8A

Phone: (617) 253-2451 (o)
(617) 868-7240 

Telex: 921473 MITCAM

Members :

3. Prof. Henry Charnock 
University Southhampton 
Dept, of Oceanography 
S09 Southampton. ENGLAND

Phone: (0703) 550122 ext. 641(o)
Telex: (851) 47661 S0T0NU G

4. Dr. Jean-Claude Gascard
Museum National D'Histoire Nature 
Laboratorie D'Oceanographic Physique 
43-54 Rue Cuvier 
75005 Paris, FRANCE

Phone: 7078544 (o)
0120861 (h)

Telex: (842) 270686 LOPMHHN
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5. Dr* Matura* A. Gorges
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Cea!«aion (IOC) 
UNESCO
7 Place de Fontenoy 
75700 Paria, FRANCE

PhoneI (1) 563-4154 (o)
(1) 842-3691 (h)

Teleai (842) 204461P UNESCO

6. Dr. Artur Hecht
Zarael Oceanographic Lianological Inatitute 
Tol Shikaona 
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WORKSHOP OS PHY8IGAI. OCEANOGRAPHY OP THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN (POEM)

A DI8C088I0N MEETING 

Lucerne, Switterland, 16 October 1984

A one-day workshop on Pbyaical Oceanography of the Eaatern Mediterranean 
was held on 16 October 1984. The main objective of the Workahop vaa to diacuaa 
further the acientific aapecta of the propoaed progrume among a broad baae of 
acientiata generally intereated in the problem. POEM aima mainly at the acien
tific exploration of the phyaical proceaaea occurring in the Eaatern Mediter
ranean and the inveatigation of important related phenomena, through concerted 
obaervational and modelling efforta, which will ultimately lead to a better and 
permanent dynamic underatanding of the region. Relevant aapecta of coordination 
and management of the POEM Programme were almo considered by the Workahop.

The workahop was attended by about 100 participants from 14 countries: 
Cyprus, Egypt, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Israel, Italy, 
Lebanon, Romania, Spain, Turkey, United Kingdom, United 8tates, and Yugoslavia, 
and two international organisations: UNESCO and IOC (Appendix II). It was held 
in conjunction with the Phyaical Oceanography Committee within the XXIX Congress 
and Plenary Assembly of the International Commission for the Scientific Explora
tion of the Mediterranean 8ea (ICSEM), in order to take this opportunity to com
municate with a broad base of international colleagues with communal interests.

The substantial scientific basis of the POEM Programme as developed during 
the last two years, has been published as UNE8CO Reports in Marine Science Ho. 
30. entitled: "Physical Oceanography of the Eaatern Mediterranean: An Overview
and Research Plan", Report of the Workahop held in Lerici, Italy, September 
1983. Thia report was made available and distributad to the participanta.

The Organising Committee of the POEM Programme held a meeting in Paris from 
7 to 9 August 1984. Thia meeting prepared the agenda and provided the back
ground for the workshop discussion meeting in Lucerne.

The workshop consisted of two working sessions, the first was devoted to 
brief scientific presentations by scientists from the Eastern Mediterranean 
region or working in the region, with special reference to the POEM Programme, 
its plan and objectives. The second session was a round-table panel discussion 
dealing with the various aspects of the programme.

After the introduction of the Agenda of the Workshop (Appendix I) by Prof. 
Allan R. Robinson (Co-chairman of the POEH Programme), Dr. Selim Morcos, UNES00 
representative, welcomed the participants and outlined the interests of both 
UNB00 end the IOC in the development of this programme, and stressed the scien
tific importâtes of the programme presently being prepared end planned by a 
group of eminent scientists interested in the subject. He further explained 
that such an exciting scientific programme would certainly need a concerted 
effort from both the international community and the respective national author
ities of the Eastern Mediterranean countries and, of course, from the individual 
scientists involved.
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Next an overall presentation of the POEM Programme by the Co-chair per sona, 
Prof. Allan R. Robinson and Prof. Paola Melanotis-kistoli vas made, followed by 
a series of brief scientific presentations by 12 scientists. These short 
presentations mainly provided reviews of specific regions of the Eastern Medi
terranean, new results and information relevant to the various physical 
processes occuring in the Eastern Mediterranean: phenomenology and kinematics,
general circulation, mesoscale dynamics, water mass formation and dispersion, 
air-sea interaction, and on the remote sensing application to the Eastern Medi
terranean (see Agenda). In the following, a brief account is given on each of 
these scientific presentations:

1. Phenomenology jfid Kinematics

s) Is the southern basin:

In the southern basin of the Eastern Mediterranean, several data seta of 
hydrographic and current measurements have been made available for scientific 
study. These data seta were reviewed by Artur Hecht and have already been used 
for preliminary modelling by the Harvard Modelling Group.

b) Is jh& jwrtkesn basin:

The data collected in the northern basin of the Eastern Mediterranean dur
ing a mesoscale sampling survey in a very large region of the basin, were 
reviewed by Umit Oniusta who outlined the main features of water structure and 
phenomenology in this region.

2. General Circuletiop .

The general circulation properties of the whole Mediterranean basin were 
briefly reviewed by Paola Malanotte-Rissoli. Results wera presented of general 
circulation modelling under conditions of different wind stress, corresponding 
respectively to winter and summer situations, of forcing through straits, to 
explore the berotropic component of the general circulation of the Mediter
ranean.

Ahmad El-Gindy gave a review of recent work on the Eastern Mediterranean in 
which he established a thorough phenomenological analysis of ali the existing 
data made available for this stuity by the 'Laboratoire d'Océanographie Physique* 
in Paris, which were aiso used to study the seasonal phenomenology of the 
Eastern Mediterranean.

3. Mesoscale n»ifj|,>

Thia topic vas presented by Allan Robinson and consisted of two parts: the 
first vas a general introduction to recent knowledge and methods of studying the 
mesoscale dynamics in other parts of the world oceans. The role of data assimi
lation and the optimal estimation theory in describing the mesoscale field, both 
in order to elucidate physical processes and for practical nowcasting and fore
casting, wera explained, these methods would need new data acquisition in the 
Mediterranean and should lead to mora powerful advances in our knowledge of 
ocean dynamics. It vas mentioned that the physical conditions in the Mediter
ranean ara different from those of other oceans in an interesting way regarding 
the internal Rossby radius of deformation, which is characterised on the one
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hand by being mailer than in the Atlantic or the Pacific, for example, and on 
the other, by the fact that the -Rossby number (ratio of the relative vorticity 
to the planetary vorticity advection) is atronger. In the second part of the 
presentation Robinson reported on some preliminary studies made on Eastern Medi
terranean data seta which shoved interesting non-linear interaction between 
scales of motion.

4. Water Mass Formation

This consisted of three parts: First, JeanrClaude Gascard gave a general
review of the POEM plan with particular emphasis on localised field studies 
which will be devoted to the exploration of deep convection phenomena, both on 
the Levantine Water in the Eastern Mediterranean and the Deep Water in the 
southern Adriatic and the Ionian 8ea.

8econd, William Roether presented his new results on transient tracers for 
which the water mass properties in the deep layers could be followed and traced 
throughout the whole of the Eastern Mediterranean basin, and showed how these 
dispersion studies can be related to trace back the origin of formation of the 
different voter masses.

8elim Korcos concluded by presenting some views about the sources of forma
tion of the intermediate water. The fact that the properties of the intermedi
ate water are mora heterogeneous in the Levantine Basin as compared to its pro
perties after passing the Strait of Sicily, indicates that the process of 
Levanting intermediate water formation does not take place in an identical way 
in time and space. Most notable, vas the evidence shoving processes of forma
tion in the shelf waters in the southern Levantine, even if not as vigorous and 
regular as should be expected in the north.

5. Aic-ifit latMiçtigp Rwwtp SmfiM

Henry Charnock and Mohsen Oman presented the various aspects of interac
tion between the atmosphere and the Mediterranean Sea. The importance of 
knowledge of the atmospheric fluxes and the meteorological forcing vas stressed. 
For this purpose, it vas pointed out that relevant meteorological data should be 
collected during the POEM Programme, and efforts should be made to obtain rou
tine observations from land stations and ships, together with satellite imagery 
in addition to data from moored buoys and, if possible, from meteorological 
research aircraft.

The Hound-Table Discussion

During the round-table discussion, four topical panels were formed, each 
dealing with specific aspects of the POEM Progrsmme. Every panelist presented 
his views and remarks relevant to the panel subject. The following are brief 
notes on some of the views expressed during the discussion of the respective 
panels.

l. Blaltticil ùgUçttioH»

During this discussion, the development of biology and chemistry vas 
stressed. An attempt vas made to identify certain issues eo that guidance could 
be given in the future to the planning process concerning the chemical and
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biological components of FORM. Suggested research topics included nutrient 
cycling and budgeting, primary productivity, plankton surveying. It vas agreed 
that such topics should be given priority to allow to be reaped the maximum 
benefit from the physical oceanographic programme.

2. Data Banks for the Eastern Mediterranean

The panel discussed the question of having a centre functioning as a Data 
Centre or a Data Bank for the POEM Programme. It vas pointed out that perhaps 
one single centre vould not be able to fulfill ali the requirements of an 
Bastern Mediterranean Data Bank. T. Treglos, the IOC representative, reminded 
the panel that in international organisations, particularly in the IOC, there 
already exists a veil-established mechanism for data exchange, and that special 
data formats have been developed for this purpose. He aiso informed the panel 
that most of the Mediterranean data available are stored in one centre of the 
World Data Centre' s ne tv or k.

Among the local sources of data vhich can be made available to the POEM 
Programme are: the BNDO in Brest, France, through the 'Laboratoire
d'Océanographie Physique* in Paris; and the 'Osservatorio Geofisico SperDen
tale' in Trieste, Italy.

The necessity for a system of data coordination for the various data col
lected for the POEM Programme vas stressed, so as the exchange of data among the 
participating scientists is ensured on the basis of free exchange, as common in 
international organisations.

▲ lively discussion point vas vhether or not a dedicated POEM Data Bank vas 
necessary and/or desirable. Several points of viev existed on this topic, but 
the question vas not resolved.

3. jfethpdQlpglff £Bd Xtfftaiquff

a) Air-Jfift interaction jgg Mt.q9jg.lPHI

The importance of using a variety of approaches to obtain this valuable 
information vas stressed: Coordinated data assembled from routine observations
vero needed, as veli as routine shipboard measurements and aiso scientific stu
dies of the surface flux situation.

b) Hydrographic calibration

Sinco much of the hydrographic data for POEM miii be collected using CTD 
instruments, it miii be essential to define a common procedure and standards of 
data collection, handling, intercomparison and intercalibration. 8everal
details have to be agreed upon by ali scientists participating in data collec
tion. For example, the rete of descent of the CTD instrument, the rate of data 
acquisition, the calibration vith bottles and reversing thermometers, the 
minimum number of samples to be collected, the exchange of vafer samples for 
inter comparison, the parameters to be compared, the method of using the calibra
tion exercise to correct the CTD data, the algorithm to be used for data reduc
tion, etc... these questions should be carefully considered by the Steering Coer- 
mittee during the planning phase of the program».
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c) Deep-sea ■Porina

The intention of having «one deep-sea noorings vas discussed and vas found 
desirable. The specifications of such noorings and the objectives of their 
deployment was presented by M* Gorges, who aiso stressed the importance of the 
intercoaparison between the various moorings to be mounted in the different 
regions of the Eastern Mediterranean. It was mentioned that any group of scien
tists desiring information on methods of deep-sea mooring may contact the 
representatives from United States, France or the United Kingdom who will be 
happy to work with them and to arrange for the technology transfer from some of 
the more advanced groups in this type of work.

d) Remote sensing

Interest was expressed by Paul La Violette for the effective participation 
of the NORM-HSXL Station in the POEM Programme. This facility can provide some 
satellite imagery (AVHRR data) taken by the NORA satellite. After being atmos
pherically corrected and converted into absolute sea surface temperature (SST) 
data, it could be made available to the participants in POEM for further 
analysis. The frequency of obtaining such remotely sensed data should be deter
mined according to the requirements of the respective field programme components 
of POEM.

An interesting and detailed presentation was made by Jean Del lue, who 
described the possibility of using land-based radar measurements in the Eastern 
Mediterranean, as has been previously used in the Western Mediterranean.

e) tfpfolUqg

Two points were discussed: First, the establishment of the Eastern Medi
terranean Modelling Centre at Harvard University, which will play an important 
role in developing the modelling capabilities in the region through an effective 
collaboration with ali the interested scientists from the different countries 
participating in POEM. The second point was the need for a parallel effort 
which should be made at the national level so that national groups of modellers 
■ay develop their modelling skills. Then, it is hoped that the flow of experi
ence and information between the Harvard Modelling Centre and these national 
groups will be established and accelerated.

cpjMlmvn

At the end of the workshop, it was generally felt by ali the participants, 
who represented the greater part of the Mediterranean oceanographic community, 
that it is now timely to launch such a scientific progreso of research for the 
Eastern Mediterranean. It was further stressed that the programme is suffi
ciently interesting and promising to proceed with formal arrangements of propo
sals for sponsorship by national and international agencies.

The programme vas then considered by the Physical Oceanography Committee of 
IC8BM who endorsed the general approach to the problems, thanked the Co
chairpersons and the Organising Committee for their accomplishment « during the 
past two years and acknowledged the Bureau of IC8EM for acting to endorse and 
encourage the studies during that period. It was further recommended that both 
UHE800 and IOC be addressed to give support to the programme. A Steering Group
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for the FOBM Prograaae vas established consisting of scientists froa the region 
and elsewhere, who indicated their intention to participate in the prograaae 
(Annex II). The foraal recoaaendation froa the Physical Oceanography Coaaittee 
(POC) (Annex III), read by POC President Joae Conella, was adopted by the 
workahop and thereby, the international scientific coaaunity of the Mediter
ranean endorsed the iaplcaentation of the POEM Prograaae.
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APPENDIX I

WORKSHOP ON PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN

(POEM)

Date: 16 October 1984 Place: IOSEM Congress, Lucerne

AGENDA OF THE MEETING

Session 1 : Opening and Scientific Presentation

9:00 a.n. - 12:30 p.m.

A. Welcoming Renarks 8.A. Morcos

B. Overall Presentation of the Prograaae A.R. Robinson 4 P.M. Rissoii

C. Scientific Presentations

1. Phenomenology and Kineaatics
Review, Southern Basin A. Hecht
Review, Northern Basin D. Unluata

2. General Circulation
Important Features P.M. Rissoi!
Synopsis of New Results A. El-Gindy

3. Mesoscale Dynaaics
General Presentation A. R. Robinson

4. Water Mesa Nornation and Dispersion 
General Review & POEM Plan 
New Results 
New View-’<

J.C. Gascard 
W. Roether 
S. Morcos

5. Air-8ea Interaction & Reaote 8ensing 
Presentation by: H* Charnock 

M. Osman 
P. LaViolette

D. General Discussion



8ession 2: Round Table Discussion

14:00-18:00 p.m.
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Fanel 1: Riological and Chesleai Implication*
Chairman: W. Roether
Panelists: T. Balia, A. Cruzado, N. Dowidar, T. Hopkins, 

C. 8erruya, M. Karydis, N. Friligos

Panel 2: Data Banks for the Eastern Mediterranean
Chairman: J-C. Cascard
Panelists: Y. Treglos, A. Hecht, A. Theocharis, U. Uniusta, 

M. Gacic, A. Michelato

Panel 3: Methodologies and Techniques
Chairman: H. Charnock
Panelists:

Air-Sea Interaction & Meteorology: H. Charnock and M. Osman
Hydrographic Calibrations: A. Hecht, A. Michelato, A. Theocharis
Deep-Sea Moorings: R. Meloni, M. Gerges, A. Laskaratos
Remote Sensing: P. Laviolette, J. Dellue.

Panel 4: Modelling
Chairman: A.R. Robinson
Panelists: M. Gerges, P.M. Rizzoli, T. Kinder, R. Pur ini, U. Uni usta 

C. Koutitas

GEMBRA!. DIS CU 88 IOS A.R. Robinson

RSOOMBMDàTIOH J. Conella
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«coionTOATio» aw m physical ocraboobapht coiomrm or ioani pi pom

The Physical Oceanography Committee (P.0.C.) acknowledge* the Bureau of the 
International Coni salon for the Scientific Exploration of the Mediterranean 8ea 
(ICSEM) for acting to study the Physical Oceanography of the Eastern Mediter
ranean (P.O.E.M.).

The P.0.C. asks the Bureau of IC8EM to act io order that the 8teering 
Group, set up by the P.O.C. (list below): 1. be presented as the Group of 
Experts for POEM Programs to UVE800 and the IOC, and 2. could have support frow 
these organisations for its future activities.

8TEERIMG GEOOP

Cochairpersons: A.R. ROSIHSOM and P. MàLAHOTTE-RIZZOLI

Masier s: H. C8ARM0CK, J-C. GAS CARD, M. GERGE8, A, HECHT, B. LAOOHBE,
P. LAVIOLETTE, 8. MORO)8, A. MICHELATO, M. 06MàH, V. ROSTRA, 
A. THEOCHAR18, 0. UHLUATA

* Adopted by the Physical Oceanography Committee of IC8EH, 17 October 1984

♦ Presented to the Bureau of IC8EM by President Conella on 19 October 1984, 
where it; was positively received. The Bureau requested to have the POEM 
Paris Organising framittea report «ada available to it as soon as it was 
finalised so that endorsement could be givsn.
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